
CraftyRachel’s boutonnières
Making your own boutonnières is easier than it looks.  With the right supplies, you can make these in just minutes!

1.  prepare the flowers
 For roses (the most commonly used boutonnière flower), it is important to first remove the outer petals.  These petals are often  
 damaged in shipping and will eventually begin to fall off by themselves as time goes on, so it’s best to just get that out of the way.   
 Snip the stems approximately 2 inches from the bloom and remove all leaves and thorns.

2. prepare the filler
  I used hypercium as the filler for the pictured boutonnières.  I cut it about one-quarter to one-half inch taller than the blooms.  
 Just hold it up to the bloom and see what length is the most visually pleasing.  It is important, but not necessary, that you cut the 
 stems of the filler plant so that they line up at the bottom of the boutonnière.  This makes it easier to wrap them all together.

3. wrap it up
 If your flowers will be exposed to heat, I highly recommend adding in a piece of floral wire for support, before wrapping the stems 
 together.  Cut the wire the length of the flower stem and place it at the very base of the bloom.  For exceptionally droopy flowers, 
 you may even insert the wire into the flower head to keep it in place.  Using floral tape, begin to wrap the flower and filler stems 
 together, from the top (bloom side) down.  You must stretch out the tape as you go to make it sticky, and be sure to overlap the 
 tape by about 1/2 of its width.  Continue wrapping until you reach the bottom.  Cut the tape and stick the end to itself.  You may 
 add a decorative touch by wrapping excess tape at the bottom to form a little spiral tip.

4. voilà!
 With a corsage pin, attach the boutonnière to its lucky wearer .

What you need for this project:
 - one hearty bloom, such as a rose, cymbidium orchid, or mini calla lily, per boutonnière
 - filler plant, such as hypercium, fern, or ivy
 - one roll floral tape, available at craft stores and usually in green, white, and brown
 - floral wire, for support
 - wire cutters and a stem cutter
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